My scent list grows daily!!
Scent Description:
4 Leaf Clover: a wonderful floral ozony blend of clover, green grass, with hints of fresh cut
wisteria.
7 Up Pound Cake Sparkling lemon and lime citrus effervescence blends with buttery pound cake, vanilla, almond
and warm sugar.
Aphrodisiac: Aphrodisiac begins with top notes of grapefruit, lemon, mandarin, and green
tomato leaf; followed by middle notes of jasmine, lily, bamboo and dry base notes of eucalyptus
and woods.
Amish Spice Loaf: This one is fresh baked and right out of the oven! It fills your home with a
yummy scent. An Amish style spiced sour-dough/sweet bread with notes of milky butter cream,
pastry, caramelized sugar, raisins, spicy cinnamon & clove, hints of black currant, and vanilla
beans. It brings a pure source of comfort from an age-old recipe that is sheer bliss.
Apple Pie: The aroma of fresh cut granny smith apples, smothered in butter, cream, and
cinnamon, with a background of fresh baked crust.
Barbershop 1920's: This fragrance oil reminds me of a beloved grandpa, after a shave and haircut
at the barber shop! Heart notes of amber and rum with a light top note of musk and Bay make
this irresistible! If you are a Bay Rum lover, you’ll be surprised at how this fragrance oil
complements Bay Rum blends. This brings back so many fond memories of my two grandpas
that it made my eyes tear up. If you remember snuggling your nose into grandpa's collar as he
gave you a big hug, and smelling his aftershave and hair tonic, this one is for you!
Bedtime Baby: soothing bedtime blend of mandarin, lavender and chamomile, neroli and lily of
the valley. Bottom notes of hay and musk.
Bird Of Paradise Type: Infused with natural essential oils, this floral aroma has beautiful notes
of vanilla and fresh fruit in the blend. This fragrance is not skin-safe.
Birthday Cake- Sweet, fluffy, buttery birthday cake.
Bitches Brew: the smoky, woody sweetness of balsamic resins and patchouli enveloping
herbaceous florals for a bewitching scent.
Bite Me: Fresh citrus notes of lime and orange sparkle with effervescent highlights as they lead
to a luscious blend of berry and cherry in this playful scent. Leafy green accents add intensity as
a base of vanilla creates sweet tones for the fragrance.
Black Cherry Bomb: will literally burn your nose hairs out. It’s so strong! We're obviously
joking...but it is THAT STRONG! A delightful black cherry aroma that is not too sickening
sweet.

Black raspberry lemonade- So refreshing you might just want to drink it.
Black Raspberry Vanilla: an enticing blend of blackberries and raspberries, with middle notes
of white floral greenery, and bottom notes of musk and vanilla.
Blue Hawaiian: begins with mouth-watering top notes of juicy orange, lemon, and maraschino
cherries; followed by tangy pineapple, acai berry, and sea spray; well-rounded with base notes of
sweet coconut, vanilla rum, and fresh ozonic notes.
Blue Sugar Type: Fresh citrus creates a shimmering lift for this sensual vanilla based scent. A
romantic floral bouquet at the heart of the fragrance intertwines with fresh green tones and rich
patchouli. The vanilla signature at the base of the scent is balanced with soft musk and warmed
by exotic woody tones for lingering sensuality.
Bourbon Tobacco: This scent combines the scent of fresh pipe tobacco infused with warm, rich
bourbon.
Breath Of God Lush Type - Inspired by the fresh, clean mountain air in Tibet, Breath of God is
a melony citrus scent blended with cedar and sandalwood. This is a clean calming fragrance with
just a light hint of spice. This is our interpretation of Breath Of God by Lush Cosmetics. We are
not affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*. W & S
Brownie Batter: Rich and creamy! Strong top notes of cocoa, cream, butter on background
notes of cake and rich vanilla.
Butt Naked : The tantalizing medley of granny smith apples and honeydew melon, strawberries
and pears, with hints of spice.
Butter Mint Candy: It's a refreshing mint-vanilla blend that makes you feel like Jack Frost just
nipped at your nose
Cake Bake: the aroma of almond cake with a base note of melted butter.
Candy Corn: Vanilla candy blended with gentle notes of butter and almond make up this scent
that reminds us of eating too many candy corns at Halloween!
Captain Crunch Berries: A yummy smelling blend of strawberry, grape, buttercream, fresh
bakery notes and wild berries. Background notes of powdery raspberry, vanilla sugar, plum,
tonka bean and warm maple go into this complex scent. This is our interpretation of Cap'n
Crunch Berries by The Quaker Oats Company. We are not affiliated with Quaker Oats*.
Champagne: Break out the bubbly and get ready to celebrate with this true golden champagne!
Caviar not included :)
Chocolate Covered Strawberry: Great for Valentine's Day or any gift giving occasion! Rich,
dark chocolate smothering juicy red berries!

Chocolate Mint: I can just taste the Andes’s Mints!!
Cinnamon Red Hot: Sweet and hot at the same time - just like the little heart-shaped candy.
Coconut Lime Verbena: Fresh coconut, lime and verbena softened by beautiful notes of fresh
vanilla. This is our professional interpretation of coconut lime verbena by Bath and Bodyworks.
We are not affiliated with Bath and Bodyworks.
Coffee Bean- OMG strong straight coffee scent. Blends well with bakery
Confetti Cake: the aroma of almond cake with a base note of melted butter blended with the
aroma of marshmallows toasted over a campfire.
Cotton Candy: Fabulous aroma of freshly spun cotton candy. This fragrance oil is a blend of
fresh strawberry and French vanilla.
Cotton Headed Ninny Muggin: This fragrance oil was inspired by one of our favorite movies
of all times - "ELF". At one point in the movie, Buddy mentions that he feels like a "Cotton
headed ninny muggin"; AKA...an ELF Airhead. This made us think, "What would a cotton
headed ninny muggin smell like?" Cotton headed ninny muggin fragrance oil begins with sweet,
buttery, creamy coconut and vanilla frosting; leading to middle notes of powdery heliotrope and
spicy hints; and sits on a powerful vanilla base.
Creme Brulee - Vanilla Custard with hints of caramelized sugar! W & S
Creamy Cinnamon Vanilla: The cinnamon is the strongest out there and it just mellowed
slightly by the addition of a sweet creamy vanilla.
Cucumber and Melon - Honeydew melon and fresh green cucumber combine with watery fresh
green notes. This is our professional interpretation of Cucumber Melon by Bath and Bodyworks.
We are not affiliated with Bath and Bodyworks*. W & S
Deadly Weapon: A rugged and masculine scent with the perfect balance of intense spices
including black pepper, cardamom and clove with a touch of sweet mandarin set the scene for
the introduction of rich leather, smooth frankincense and edgy woods.
Devils Nightcap Lush Type - This fragrance features oakmoss and oak wood blended with
orange flower, clary sage and ylang ylang that add floral and green notes to the mystical elixir.
This is our professional interpretation of Devils Nightcap by Lush Cosmetics. We are not
affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*. W & S
Dirty Lush Type - The fresh scent of spearmint blended with sandalwood and thyme. This is a
clean fresh and sexy scent for him. This is our professional interpretation of Dirty by Lush
Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*. W & S

Dr. Feelgood: A sexy, masculine, animalistic fragrance oil. Fresh florals of water lily, tea rose,
and jasmine come together with woods and musk notes to make this scent a truly sensual blend.
Eucalyptus and Spearmint - The sharp, distinct herbal scent of eucalyptus is softened nicely by
fresh spearmint with undertones of fresh lemon and sage. Nicely balanced! This is a great spalike scent. This is our professional interpretation of Eucalyptus Spearmint by Bath and
Bodyworks. We are not affiliated with Bath and Bodyworks*. W & S
Extreme Tangerine - It's like Tangerine that's been kicked in the pants. Citrus indeed! W & S
Feverish - Top notes of mandarin and ylang blend with heart notes of rose and clove, beautifully
supported by notes of guaiacum and sandalwood. This is our professional interpretation of Fever
by Lush Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*. W & S
Fifty Shades Of Naughty - Inspired by the best-selling novel by E L James. Warm amber,
seductive rose, wild geranium and bergamot form this seductive masculine scent. I toyed with
calling this one "Laters Baby" but opted for Fifty Shades of Naughty instead. W & S
Fruit Loops Type: A childhood favorite cereal. Oranges, lemon, limes and berries.
Girls Night Out - A perfect combination of both sweet and sassy! Ripe cherries, lemon sugar,
effervescent "fizz" and zesty lime. W & S
MeMe’s Kitchen: A cinnamon/apple blend. Very popular.
Heavenly : An enticing romantic blend of juicy McIntosh apples enhanced and sweetened by
rich French jasmine, cyclamen, and fresh rose petals.
Hill Billy Homebrew : Aroma of mulled cider with woodsy notes of oak, cinnamon bark and
cloves, with hints of wild berries
Hula Girl - This tropical scent starts off with sweet coconut and juicy island fruit and blends
with notes of tiare flower and plumeria. W & S
Instant Karma - A powdery blend of patchouli, dragon's blood, lavender, fir, orange and
cashmere musk. I introduced our interpretation at a recent show and sold out in under 10
minutes. This is our professional interpretation of Karma by Lush Cosmetics. We are not
affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*. W & S
JLO Glo Type: J.Lo Glow for Women was created by J. Lo in 2002 as the essence of J. Lo
herself, bursting with feminine sparkle and alive with warm sensuality. A blend of bright citrus
fruits mingled with sheer florals, warmed with soothing vanilla and musk.
Kandy Krush: This is an amazing sugary fruit candy explosion ! Lemon, lime, raspberry,
strawberry, orange and pear on a bed of creamy vanilla with just hints of sweet rose to round it
out.

Lavender: Quite true to the real thing, our Lavender fragrance is more herbal than floral. A
clean, relaxing scent
Lavender and Coconut Milk - This is a nice, calming scent. Soothing lavender on a
background of warm coconut milk with subtle hints of white musk. W & S
Leather - The distinctive aroma of fresh new leather. W & S
Lemon Curd- A traditional Lemon Curd is a staple in afternoon English tea and is used as a
delicate spread on finger cakes, sugar dusted scones, and tarts. Our rendition of this classic
combines fresh, zesty lemons, warm vanilla extract and a hint of sugar blended with fresh cream.
It's a refreshing and mouthwatering blend of tart and creaminess.
Love Struck: composed of sweet bouquet of mandarin orange, bergamot, and tangerine
enhanced by hints of fresh peaches, strawberries, and raspberries on an undertone of white musk.
Lick Me All Over: a wonderful exotic fragrance with base notes of raspberry, cantaloupe, and
watermelon, middle notes of jasmine and violet, and fresh top notes of grapefruit and kumquat.
Honey Vanilla Love Dust: This fragrance oil is the incredibly sexy aroma of raw honey, cocoa
butter, and chocolate.
Marine Spa: Fresh and clean ! This fragrance has notes of salty sea breezes blended with ozonic
fresh air and some aquatic greenery. One of my new faves!
Mermaid Kisses: This is a nice strong oil! Feminine florals combine with sea salt, ocean mist,
sea moss and geranium flower. This is laid on top of a bed of earthy vetiver, water mint and
white cedarwood.
Misbehavin: A flirtatious, fruity, sexy fragrance oil. A tantalizing aroma of sweet juicy candied
apples and pomegranate, with nuances of fresh ivy and oakmoss.
Monkey Bizness: This unique fragrance begins with top notes of fresh bananas and juicy
grapefruit, middle notes of kiwi, juicy bubblegum, and strawberries; and a hint of vanilla as a
base note. The tantalizing medley of granny smith apples and honeydew melon, strawberries and
pears, with hints of spice.
Monkey Farts : This unique fragrance begins with top notes of fresh bananas and juicy
grapefruit, middle notes of kiwi, juicy bubblegum, and strawberries; and a hint of vanilla as a
base note.
Orange Delight: Powerful orange scent complemented with musk and light apricot
Pink Sugar Type: fruity blend of cotton candy, lemon drops, caramel and raspberry jam on a
dry down of musks

Pixie Dust: Bright and vibrant, this enchanting fragrance is super fresh and clean ! (almost spalike !) Bright lime, yuzu, white fennel, kale, lemon, cucumbers and a kiss of black pepper
screams pixie dust!
Red Fizz - This one is nice and fruity! Lemon, lime, pineapple and orange notes open the
fragrance while gardenia, lemon grass and a little rose support it beautifully. Lastly we threw in
this fabulous effervescent note and a hint of vanilla to round this one out. This reminds some
customers of pop rocks candy. W & S
Rainbow Sherbet - Creamy vanilla with notes of juicy pineapple, honeydew melon and sweet
raspberry. W & S
Ribbon Candy: Celebrate the holiday season with this annual Christmas favorite. Ripe
raspberries and fragrant oranges are mixed with juicy apples, fresh berries, and sweet geranium
and followed with spicy cinnamon and a fruity floral musk. Sticky, sweet, just like the real
candy!
Rock Starr - A wild blend of strawberries and vanilla with soft violet and jasmine notes. This is
our professional interpretation of Rock Star by Lush Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with Lush
Cosmetics*. W & S
Rosemary Mint: Home grown garden rosemary mingling with cool peppermint and
spearmint leaves makes for a very awakening combination of herbs and mint.
Rustic Rose: This ultra-feminine, romantic rose is a classic! Smells like a true living rose with
delicate, soft petals. The pure rose tones are prominent and traditional. It's an elegant and dainty
scent perfect for a woman proud of the softer side of her femininity! Scent throw is beautiful
without being overpowering or perfumy. Very feminine when used in soaps & lotions. Incense is
exquisite!
Serendipity- Creamy Vanilla, Sweet ripe Cherries and grated fresh coconut
Sexy Thang: An exotic, floral fantasy temptation. A blend orchid, jasmine and freesia with
sensual skin musks and sultry sandalwood create this captivating fragrance.
Skinny Dippin' - Swimsuits are optional! A beautiful combination of sage, clove, violet and
cedarwood blends to form this popular scent. This is our interpretation of Skinny Dip by Lush
Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*. W & S
Skittles Type - Smells just like the candy! Can you SMELL the rainbow? A blend of fruity
sugar and citrus. This is our professional interpretation of Skittles by The Wrigley Company. We
are not affiliated with The Wrigley Company*. W & S
Snap The Whip - Naughty naughty! Top notes of ozone, orange and lemon blend with middle
notes of apple and fresh greenery and then are laid down on a bed of creamy vanilla. This is our
professional interpretation of You Snap The Whip by Lush Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with
Lush Cosmetics*. W & S

Snow Fairies:
A beautiful candy-sweet combination of pear, cotton candy, vanilla and cherry that reminds us of
an elevated bubble gum type scent. This is our professional interpretation of Snow Fairy by Lush
Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with Lush Cosmetics*.
Spiced Pumpkin Latte: One whiff of this and you'll be transported to your nearest coffee shop
and the beloved annual autumn treat. Inhale the delicious blend of rich milk and creamy butter
followed by the intoxicating and heady scent of coffee, decadent pumpkin, cinnamon, and
nutmeg. Sweet notes of sugared maple and chocolate cream round out this satisfying and heartwarming scent.
Strawberry Champagne: a sweet blend of red fruits boosted by lily of the valley and apple
cider.
Strawberry Jam: The most incredible, fresh juicy strawberry jam you'll ever smell.
Strawberry Passion: a rich ripened strawberry fragrance with bottom notes of cotton candy and
French vanilla.
Sweet Orange Chili Pepper: sassy, saucy combination of Valencia Orange, Sparkling
Bergamot, Tangerine Zest, Tart Cassis, Orange Juice, Neroli, Ground Pepper, Fiery Chili Pepper,
and Sheer Musk.
Sweet Pea: a Yankee duplication. An English garden reminiscent of hyacinth, lily of the valley,
violets and wild jasmine with a background of light herbal and musky notes.
Sweet Summer Cantaloupe - Sweet, juicy summer cantaloupe W & S
Toasted Marshmallow: the aroma of marshmallows toasted over a campfire.
Tooth Fairy Taffy: a luscious blend of confectionery Sugar paired with Fruit Syrup of Wild
Berry, Orange Crush, Black Cherry & Tangerine which are molded into Vanilla Taffy to create a
sweet tooth, Bubble Gum dream!
Tramp Stamp - Tramp Stamp is a mossy, lush green scent with notes of patchouli and
peppermint, rose, lavender, orange, petigrain, sandalwood and ginger. This complex and
mysterious scent is nice and earthy- if you are a patchouli lover- this is a must try! This is our
professional interpretation of Supertramp by Lush Cosmetics. We are not affiliated with Lush
Cosmetics*. W & S
Velvety Vanilla: A fabulously buttery vanilla. this a true traditional must-have fragrance that is
wonderful alone, or great for mixing. This fragrance makes the best fruit and cream mixes.
Vanilla Bean: a sweet, sugary aroma of fresh vanilla beans.

Voodoo Love: Voodoo Love is a blend of fresh white jasmine and lily of the valley on a lovely,
strong coconut background.

